What makes women feel confident?
54%
43%
67%
of women say
Great hair

say good
clothes and
53% say great
skin

chose a toned
and healthy
body

Why do women still find confidence from
having a partner? should this worry us?
23%

43%

chose their job as a
factor in making
them confident

of women chose
having a partner

why do women lack confidence?
of women say
they don’t feel
confident and
only 7% feel
confident all
the time

62%

of women
blamed their
lack of
confidence on
their looks

1quarter
blamed lack of
confidence on
their level of
education and
profession

where does insecurity come from?
of women who
of women
women who
78% ofrarely
38%
25%
rarely feel
who rarely
feel
confident
state that
their
insecurity
comes from
within

confident say
it’s due to
their level
of education

feel confident
say it comes
from the
media

how is the media really affecting the
way women feel about themselves?

54%

36%

of women state
they are inspired
by plus size and
body confident
celebrities

of women say that
seeing skinny celebrities
in media makes them
feel insecure and under
pressure to look good

how does the media affect the way
women perceive beauty?

42%

of women say that
media has a negative
impact on how they
perceive beauty. Only
7% say that it has a
positive impact

do celebrities really affect our
confidence?
Over half of
women stated
that they do not
aspire to look like
a celebrity

What effect does
when do women feel the
insecurity have on women? most confident?
25%

45%
of women say that
lack of confidence
has caused anxiety
and depression

of women say that
lack of confidence
has caused weight
gain

1/4
of women say that
being insecure has
led them to feel that
they have no purpose

How does having children
affect women’s confidence?

24
was revelead by the
research as the age
we feel most confident

Women aged between 25 and
34 are more likely to rate
themselves as attractive than
those aged 16-24

For majority of
women having
children inspires
confidence

60%

55%

of women say that
this is due to their
priorities having
changed

of women say that they
care less about what
people think after
having children

how do concerns change at How does having children
different ages?
affect how women feel at
What does confidence mean
work?
to british women?
67%
1/2

say it means not doubting
themselves so much

almost half of women say
that it means being happy to
take on new challenges

The biggest skin concerns for
those ages 16-34 was acne, the
focus then changes to fine lines
and wrinkles from 35-44, but
then for everyone 45+ the
biggest concern is sagging skin

Those who would consider
getting cosmetic surgery
confirmed it would mainly
be to boost their confidence,
with 60% stating this as the
reason

how does confidence
change with age?

30% of women who feel less
confident after having children say
that it is due to feeling judged and no
longer respected at work

How do women feel about
celebrity mothers?

12%

The majority of women over

57%

chose family, friends and
relationships as the most
important things to boosting
their confidence

55 (57%) said that a lack of

confidence has never affected them compared
to just

39% of women ages 16-24

Of those that feel less
confident after having children,
over a quarter (29%) said that
this was due to celebrities
bouncing back so quickly after
pregnancy

of women said they
liked their bodies after
having children

